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Divine Secrecy

 Gud yuntuv.
If last night’s conversation was held in private, this one is secret.  And, in a

way, it’s about Leibel.
Don’t rush out and tell anyone, but the reason I’m speaking about secrecy

now is because of a verse so important, so secret, we skip over it in this morning’s
Torah reading.  It says:

:,t« �Z �v v¬�rIT �v h�r �c �S�k�F�, �t ,I ¾G�g��k o º�kIg�s �g ÆUbḩ�b�c�kU Ub³�k ,º«k �d�B �v �u Ubh·�v«k+t v�Ivh��k ,«ºr �T �x�̧B �v 
“Concealed acts concern Adonai our God, 

but with overt acts it is for us and our children ever to apply the provisions of this
Torah.”1

Last night we explored hanig’lot - overt acts - acts that have been uncovered
that, perhaps, should not have been.  And we learned last night that the very notion
of privacy is more human than divine.

But what about the first part of the verse, the part about nistarot?  What are
nistarot, anyway? And why are they in the domain of God’s concern and not ours?
Why are nistarot so special?

The root of nistarot is satar, which means to cover up, hide, conceal.
Le’histater means to be protected, or to seclude oneself.  The name of the heroin of
Purim, Esther, comes from this root.  The great theory of Hester Panim, that God
hid God’s face, the theology that helped many cope with the Shoah, is also related
to this root. Seter means secrecy.  Nistarot are thus concealed things, secret things.

What are secret things, and why should they concern God?  Is it really true
that all nistarot pertain to God and not us?

There are two answers to this.  The first is by Moses who says a few verses
ealier,  “Perchance there is among you some man or woman, or some clan or tribe,
whose heart is even now turning away from Adonai our God to go and worship the
gods of those [other] nations - perchance there is among you a stock sprouting
poison weed and wormwood.  When such a one hears the words of these sanctions,
he may fancy himself immune, thinking, “I shall be safe, though I follow my own
willful heart” - to the utter ruin of moist and dry alike.  Adonai will never forgive
him; rather will Adonai’s anger and passion rage against that man, till every
sanction recorded in this book comes down upon him, and Adonai blots out his
name from under heaven.”2

1. Deuteronomy 29:28.
2. Deuteronomy 29:17-19.
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Ouch.
These kinds of idolatrous and rebellious nistarot we whisper to ourselves in

our hearts.  These nistarot are things we think to be exceptional, things that make
us exceptional, so special that the rules should not apply to us.  Actually these
secret things are more than exceptional, they are divine, or I should say, about the
divine because they pertain to worshipping not just God but other gods.  These
kinds of nistarot reject God, so of course they concern God.

About such clandestine idolatry, Rabbi Yitzhak taught, Everyone who
commits a transgression baseter, secretly, is as though he jarred the feet of the
Shechina, as Isaiah says, “Thus says Adonai, the heaven is my throne and the earth
is my footstool.”3  

Of course such nistarot concern God because they disturb God’s feet here on
earth.  They literally move God.

The second kind of nistarot is found in a Talmudic discussion about
translating the Tanakh from the lashon hakodesh, from the Holy Tongue, Hebrew,
into Aramaic, the lingua franca of that era.  There it is taught that the Targum, the
first Aramaic translation of the Torah, was made by Onkelos under the close
supervision of his colleagues, Rabbi Eliezer and Rabbi Joshua.  The first
translation of the Nevi’im, the Prophets, was composed by Yonatan ben Uziel, and
he was superivised by none other than the prophets Haggai, Zechariah, and
Malachi themselves.  

But when he completed that section, a great earthquake shook the land of
Israel 400 miles in each direction, and a heavenly voice rang out: 

 ?ost hbck hhr,x vkhda vz tuv hn
Who is it that revealed My Mystery to humankind?  

Yonatan ben Uziel arose and said, I am the one who has revealed Your
Mystery to humankind.  And surely it is known to you that I did so not for my
honor, nor for the honor of my ancestor’s house.  Rather, it was for Your glory I
did this, so that controversies would not multiply in Israel.

Yonatan ben Uziel then bent to translate the Ketuvim, the section called the
Writings, and again a bat kol, a heavenly voice passionately cried out: Enough! 

Surprised, Yonatan ben Uziel replied, For what reason?  
To which the bat kol said: Because the time of the Messiah’s arrival is found

therein.4  
That is, were the Ketuvim translated, this knowledge about the Messiah

would be known far and wide.  If this essential seter of God is to be an eternal
secret shared exclusively with Jews, yet also an unending mystery for the rest of

3. Isaiah 46:1; B. Chagigah 16a.
4. B. Megilah 3a.
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humanity, it must forever remain hidden from view.  It must never be translated
from the lashon hakodesh into the lingua franca.

About these kinds of eternal and divine mysteries, Ben Sira sagely ruled, “do
not seek out things that are too hard for you, and the things that are hidden from
you do not inquire about them.  Immerse yourself in what is permitted you, and do
not engage yourself in nistarot.”5  In Ben Sira’s opinion, such nistarot are so
esoteric as to be unintelligible.  Pursuing them is as futile as it is an insult upon
God’s plans for when certain revelations should be made public.  

It is reasonable, then, that idolatry and details about the messiah are nistarot

insofar as they are ephemeral and eternal mysteries by, about or related to God in
some intimate way.

Ubh·�v«k+t v�Ivh��k ,«ºr �T �x�̧B �v 
Nistarot concern Adonai our God - now makes sense.
***
But why does Moses insist that nistarot, secret things, are only God’s

concerns and not ours?  What about us?  Are we humans forbidden from being
concerned about secrets?  Is there something existential about us that prevents us
from understanding secrecy?  

Perhaps Moses does not know the claim in Proverbs that says: 
:r��c �s v¬�X�f �n �jU ÀŒr�i �n+t�b �u sI ·X�v�K�d �n kh �f �†r Q́ �kIv6

A rachil, a base fellow, goes about megaleh sod, uncovering secrets.  A
ne’eman-ruach, a spiritually-faithful person, by contrast, mechaseh davar, covers
up an issue or word.  Or to put more succinctly, a talebearer reveals secrets, a
trustworthy soul keeps confidences.

This proverb about secrets is not about God but about different kinds of
humans.  Obviously God knows what a secret is and how to keep one quiet - just
recall the instruction not to translate the bits about the Messiah in the Tanakh.  God
mechaseh davar - God keeps certain things under wraps.

Rather, this proverb pertains to us.  It says some of us do not understand the
very notion of secrecy and speak to others as if all information can be treated the
same, that none can or should be privileged and held back. So often these people
divulge secrets about others that really ought not be told.  These people are rachil,
talebearers, and their speech is lashon harah, gossip. 

On the other hand, there are some of us who do understand the concept of
secrecy, and appreciate the fact that some things merit being covered up and not
exposed to public scrutiny.

5. B. Chagigah 13a.
6. Proverbs 11:13.
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But what is the nature of those hidden things?  Are they necessarily only

about God?  What happens if the secret one keeps secret does not relate to God?
Could one then be a ne’eman-ruach, a trustworthy fellow?

***
Let me offer a mashal, a parable, to illustrate my question.
It was near the end of Shacharit services one Monday morning when Sidney

walked through the synagogue’s back door.  Everyone turned to see who it was.
There stood Sidney, shaking his umbrella loose from the rain, and carrying a face
that seemed unusually ragged and forelorn.  He slowly plodded his way to the
podium, and as he got there everyone noticed he motioned that he had an
announcement when they finished davening.  

“Friends,” Sidney said when they ended, “I just came from Leibel’s home.
Some of you may know how sick he was.  I know that many of you refused to visit
him.  But now, my friends, Leibel died this morning, and his funeral will be at 3:00
this afternoon.  We need a few of you for the Chevra Kadisha to prepare his body
for burial, and of course we’ll need a minyan at the cemetery.”

But while he was talking, people began putting away their tallisim, chatting
amongst themselves and walking toward the door.

“Friends, I know Leibel wasn’t the most beloved person in this town, but a
little rachmones you can have!”

“To match what?” yelled Jack, “To match his rachmones?  When my wife
Sarah needed that operation for cervical cancer and we collected money, and all he
gave was a measely $20 bill, that was rachmones?  He paid for a gauze-pad?
That’s rachmones.”

“And how about the Day School’s annual appeal?” shouted Shayna.  “We
needed tens of thousands, and all he could send was a check for $50.  He paid for a
chair.”

“And Federation?  The Old Age Home?  And our beloved shul right here?
Check the records, Sidney.  He rarely gave, and never volunteered his time,”
rebutted Devorah from the back.

“Whatever happened, happened,” shrugged Sydney.  “The man still deserves
a proper burial and funeral.”

The rabbi nodded vigorously and chimed in, “Please, it’s the least you can
do.”

Unmoved, the people put on their coats, kissed the mezuzah and
disappeared.

Three o’clock came.  There stood Sidney, the rabbi, and the four caretakers.
The rain filled the grave almost as much as the dirt did, as if God were crying over
the death of Leibel.
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It was the next Thursday morning when there was a knock on the Rabbi’s
study.  “Come in.”

Mrs. Teitelbaum, bewildered and broken, shuffled into the room.  When the
rabbi offered her a seat she burst into tears.

“Rabbi, we have a thief in town.”
“But how do you know this?”
“I’ll tell you how I know...as you know I struggle to feed my children

breakfast because times are very tight in this horrid economy.  Yet every Thursday
morning, at 8:30, when I take the children to the school bus stop, I always find
waiting for me in my mailbox an envelope with $50 in it.  I always use that money
to buy them food for breakfast and some for lunch.  And today, for the first time in
years, that envelope is missing.  I tell you, Rabbi, someone has stolen it!”

The rabbi promised to look into the matter.
The next Thursday morning another knock rattled the Rabbi’s study door.
It was Mr. Werner, in tears.  He also shouted of robberies and theft.  “I

didn’t want to bother you with this, Rabbi, but I must ask for a loan.  You see,
every morning at 8:30, I would pass by my front door to get to my kitchen, and
every Thursday morning in the crack I would find an envelope with $50 in it.  It
was not nearly enough to cover my medications since my wife died, but it helped
out immeasurably.  And now, for two weeks, I have been robbed of two envelopes.
Please, Rabbi, I need some money to get my medications.”

As Mr. Werner left, in came Rivka, Michael, Shirah, Jared, David, Mrs.
Stone, Mr. Cohen, and even the venerable Ms. Levi clamored into the office
moaning and mourning, seeking solace or loans or both.

Overwhelmed, the rabbi stood up, pulled at his balding hair and cried out at
the top of his lungs, “Leibel, Leibel, please forgive us!  What have we done to
you?  How did we send you to your grave?  Dear Lord, on behalf of this town, this
humble community, please, Selach Lanu, forgive us!”

And as he finished, he opened his eyes and found himself standing at the
gates of heaven, wishing he could see Leibel and personally beg his forgiveness.
As he looked around, he heard the sobbing of a man who had his face in his hands,
his shoulders shaking, his elbows tightly craddling his chest, crying huge sobs.
Over him stood what looked to be a caretaker in Heaven, patting the man’s
shoulder, and trying his best to soothe the weeping gentleman. The rabbi went over
to the caretaker and asked him who it was.

“He goes by the name of Leibel.  He’s been crying ever since he got here.
We can’t get him to stop.”

“And why is he crying?” asked the Rabbi.
“No one is sure,” said the caretaker.  “It’s hard to make sense of it.  There’s

only one thing which he keeps repeating over and over again: ‘Dear God, how I
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wish I could have just one more Thursday.  Please, just one more Thursday
morning...’”

****
Leibel the grump had a secret.  His was not about idolatry or the Messiah.

In fact, God had nothing to do with his secret.  Rather, Leibel’s secret concerned
himself.  Actually, his secret was himself.  He never let on to anyone that he
engaged in such clandestine tzedakah.  He may have come across as a miser to
those around him, and for one reason or another this did not persuade him to
announce his secret commitments supporting so many.  He wanted to keep this
piece of himself secret, quiet, known only to himself. 

We should recall it was Rabbi Eleazar of the Talmud who said, “a man who
gives tzedakah in secret is greater than Moses our Teacher.”7

Now this is not to say that Leibel considered himself greater than Moses.  I
would venture that he didn’t.  Rather, what I want to stress is that Leibel had a
secret about himself - not about God - and that he was able to m’chaseh davar; he
kept it under wraps.  Perhaps for this reason Leibel should be called
ne’eman-ruach, a trustworthy soul.

The 14th Century Spanish Rabbi, Israel ben Joseph Al-Nakawa, expands on
this point in his Menorat HaMa’or.  He imagines that when a person entrusts a
secret to a particular chacham, or wise person, that person asks his confidant: “Do
you understand my words?”  To which the chacham replies, “I have already
forgotten what you have told me.” As if to say, be certain I will not reveal your
secret.  Still, Rabbi Israel warns, people should guard a secret about oneself and
not reveal it to another, not to an enemy, or to a learned person or even to a loved
one.  Why?  Because even a wise person can be foolish and let something slip, and
a loved one also may uncover that which one would rather keep quiet.  We would
be tempted in these situations to blame them for our embarrassment, when we
should really accuse ourselves for not keeping the secret to ourselves in the first
place.  Thus people who want to divulge personal secrets should speak only via
mashal, or parables. Hence, the sages teach: do not utter a secret about oneself
even to oneself, 

k,ufk ohbzt hf 'ohk,ufv ihc jha, kt
do not speak secrets between walls, for walls have ears.8

Leibel understood this to the core, and so he kept his nistarot so close to
himself they were known only to hismelf.

***
Nistarot thus fall into several categories.

7.   B. Baba Batra 9b.

8. Menorat HaMe’or.  Perek 19.  Amud 376-377.
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First, there are nistarot that concern God.  For those who clandestinely
entertain the possibility of idolatry and those who want to translate and thereby
transmit secretive knowledge about the Messianic era - beware.  Because rejecting
God outright and revealing God’s plans impetuously are nistarot, secretive acts,
that God polices with special divine zeal.

Second, there are nistarot, secret things about fellow humans that certainly
one should not divulge.  If one did speak of other people’s secrets it constitutes
lashon harah, gossip, and the one who speaks such things is a rachil, a talebearer.
Obviously these sorts of secrets concern humans because they are about people.

And finally there are nistarot about ourselves.  These are things about
ourselves that we never divulge - not to enemies, to sages, or even to loved ones.
These nistarot are guarded so carefully that we never even speak of them to
ourselves.  We never whisper them and we certainly never write them down,
because who knows which walls or diaries or encrypted data files, are filled with
eager ears or subject to prying eyes?  Such personal nistarot are to be kept secret,
eternally known only to oneself and to God.  The person who keeps personal
nistarot baseter, in secret, the one who mechaseh davar, keeps things covered, is
one who rightfully acquires the epithet - ne’eman-ruach - a trustworthy soul.

Insofar as nistarot are intelligible to and pertain to both God and humans,
secrecy itself is a common concern.  Just as there are different kinds of secrets,
there are different kinds of secrecy.  There is relative secrecy, a paradigm in which
secrets, though usually held quietly by some, are nonetheless subject to disclosure
should certain pressures arise - be it a private urge to embarrass another or a
governmental need to protect the public.  In contrast to relative secrecy there is
absolute secrecy, in which secrets are never disclosed, regardless of circumstances.
In this paradigm secrets remain eternally hidden.

Our challenge, of couse, is to know which nistarot belong to whom and to
which paradigm.  Obviously we should discourage ourselves from pursuing divine
nistarot and disclosing other people’s nistarot.  These secrets, which we all too
often treat as merely relatively secret, should probably rather be treated as absolute

secrets.  But of our own personal nistarot, we must discern which of them truly can
and should remain eternally hidden, that is, absolutely secret.  Some of our
personal nistarot, however, like old festering wounds, could be considered
relatively secret, and we would do well to disclose them to qualified and trusted
professionals in secure settings.  For then, perhaps, our wounds can find proper
healing.

***
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Hanistarot la’adonai eloheinu, v’hanig’lot lanu ulvaneinu ad olam la’asot et

kol divrei hatorah hazot.  “Concealed acts concern Adonai our God, but with overt
acts it is for us and our children ever to apply the provisions of this Torah.”9  

Could it have been said otherwise?  Maybe.  
But it certainly helps us understand that the totality of our lives, that all

aspects of our lives - those that are done in secret, those that are held privately, and
those done out there in the public arena - all of them are of someone else’s concern
– be it God’s or humanity’s.

We are not alone – despite what we may think in the darkest recesses of our
privacy or in the least known crevices of our secrets.

Perhaps this verse comes to teach that.
On the other hand, it teaches that secrecy and privacy are but two sides of

the same coin, one side seen from God’s perspective and the other from ours.
Regardless of whichever side you prefer, it is my hope and prayer that your

next year will be full of nistarot and nig’lot alike, full of both clandestine and
public acts – that are known and celebrated by you, God and humanity alike.

And may you have at least one more Thursday morning to live and love
them all.

Gamar Chatimah Tovah.

9.   Deuteronomy 29:28.


